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A gorgeous young man in the wrong place at the wrong time and a stunning redhead crying on a
dirty London train. It's the stuff of dreams that will become the fodder for broken hearts and
promises in a saga which stretches home to New Zealand. Readers say, "This book gives you an
insight into the man, making you wonder even more at the hero he becomes." LOGAN DU ROSE
(Book 1) Meet Logan Du Rose. Heâ€™s the youngest son in a complicated Maori family, finding
himself in London through a chance twist of providence. His older brother should have been the one
to receive the gift, but a family prophecy dictated otherwise and Loganâ€™s fate is sealed. As his
culture clashes with the impersonal London surroundings, Logan bumps into a distressed woman
on an underground train and his life will never be the same.Previously untold, this is Logan's story.In
later life, the burdens placed on Logan Du Rose as a child will dictate the man he becomes and
here, the reader is offered a window into his visit to London at the tender age of fourteen. Fans of
the popular Hana Du Rose Mysteries will relish the opportunity to see inside this elusive man as he
struggles to manage a family and hold up a legacy, single handed.The Du Rose prophecy is a
thread which runs through every book in the series and this is the reader's only chance to witness
its birth, delivered at the hand of a dying man. Already a man of his word, Logan's trip to the other
side of the world leaves him burdened with the weight of a promise, one which he will fulfill at any
cost. >
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i loved this series!! in fact, i read them all in order, in less than a week. this is a little prequel to the
series, about hana du rose, an english transplant to new zealand, and the maori man she sets her
sights on.

Although this is the last book I read in the Du Rose series, it gives a deep understanding of this man
boy and how he became the man he turned out to be. So many responsibilities on his young
shoulders with an elder brother who's hormones were more important than his history and future.
He met his uncle who transferred his mana to him, changing and establishing the route his life
would take. Looking after a mother who depended on this man child more and more.And then he
met the redhead girl on the Circle Line in London for whom he will spend years searching. A peek
into his thoughts, the significance of that meeting, his emotions and loss when they had to get off.
The promises he made to himself and kept all his life.Again KT Jones is excellent in capturing the
emotions, thoughts and character traits of her main character and a view through Logan's eyes of
those around him and the effect they have on him. Short but beautifully portrayed and if you haven't
read the Du Rose series, this book is a good place to start and it will get better and better. But it's
written in such a way that you can read it afterwards and get a better understanding of the man you
fell in love with in this series.

I received an advance copy of this in exchange for an honest review.Let me start by saying that this
is about as far out of my comfort zone as it gets. Saying that, this story had me gripped by the first
page. The relationships the author builds between the family members is so realistic it took me back
to my own past when my brother and I used to fight.This is a prequel to the main series, and it
actually does make me want to read it. The world she portrays is deep and authentic, and I found
the Maori cultural references especially fascinating.All in all I really enjoyed this book. A pleasant
surprise. A great prequel!

Having read the first books in the Hana Du Rose series, I was familiar with the story of Logan Du
Rose's past, but this was a beautiful way to tie it all together from his perspective. I was particularly

partial to the Maori cultural references and the deep tie Logan has to his people. An excellent way to
start the series, or even to pick up after you've read a few books.
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